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Question Paper Specific Instructions

Please read. each of the following instructions carefally before attempting
questions:

There are EIGHT questions in all, out of which FIVE are ta be attempted.

Questions no. 7 and 5 are eontpulsory. Out of the remaining SIX questions, THREE are

to be attempted selecting at least OND question from each of the two Sections A and B.

Attempts of questiorus shall be counted iru sequential order. Unless struch off, attempt of a

question shall be counted euen if attempted partly. Any page or portion of the page left
blank in the Question-curn-Answer Boolz,let must be clearly struch off,

All questions carry equal marlzs. The number of marks carcied by a questiorulpart is

indicated against it.

Answers must be wrt''en in ENGLISH only.

Unless otherwise mentioned, symbols and natations haue thetr usual standard mearuings.

Assume suitable data, if necessary, and indicate the same clearly.
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SECTION A

Ql. (a) Show that the maximum rectangle inscribed in a circle is a square. 8

(b) Given that Adj A = 1 and det A= 2. Find the matrix A.
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(d) Find the equations of the tangent planes to the eliipsoid.

2x2 + 6y2 * 322 = 27 "/

which pass through the line

x-y-z=0=x-y+Zz-9.

If f : [a, b] -+ R be continuous in [a, b] and derivable in (a, b), where
0 < a < b, show that for c e (a, b)

(b) - f(a) = cf'(c) Iog (b/a). 
!

B

8

B(e) Prove that the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix are all real.

82- (*) Find the equation of the cylinder whose generators are parallel to the line

;:+:1 andwhose guidirlg curve is x2 + y2 = 4, z=2' /

(b) Show that the matrices

(c) If g and ry be two functions derivable in [a, b] and 0(x) V'(x) - V(x) 0,(x) > 0

for any x in this interval, then show that between two consecutive roots of

0(x)=0in[a,b],thereliesexactlyonerootofry(x)=0.>

(d) Show that the vectors cr1 = (1, 0, - 1), c,.2= (L,2, !), cra = (0, - 9,2) form a
basis for R3. Express each of the standard basis vectors as a linear
combination of cr1, cr.2, crg. ,./
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Q8. (a) Find the equation of the tangent plane that can be drawn to the sphere

./ x2 +y2 + z2 -2x+ 6y +22 + B = 0,

through the straight line r

3x-4y-8-0=y-32+2.

(d) Evaluate [ [f"' + >ry) dx dy over the region R bounded by xy = 1, y = 0,
JJ
R

Y=x andx=2 10

Q4. ra ) Find the equatiqns of the straight lines in rvhich the plane 2x + y - z = 0

cut-< rhe cone -1x2 - )'2 + 322 = 0. Find the angle between the two straight

iines. 10

(b) If f = flu, v), whereu= exeosyandv= exsiny, show that

#.#=(,,2* *,1#.#)

(c) Find the locus of the point of intersection of the perpendicular

generators of the hyperbolic parabolo id + - 4 = 22.'a'bz

If (n + 1) vectors 41, cr2, ..., o, ct form a linearly depend.ent set, then

shorv that the,ru"to\is a linear combination of cL1, d)t..', oni provided

a.1; ct-2t..., Gn form a linearly independent set.

(c) Let T : V2(R) -+ Vz(R) be a linear transformation defined by

T(a, b) = (a, a + b). Find the matrix of T, taking [e1, e2] as a basis for the

domain and {(1, 1), (1, -1)} as a basis for the range. ' '/

rbr Shorv that the functions u = x + y + z, v = xy + yz + zx and

w = xB + ).3 + zz - Sxyz are dependent and frnd the relation between

them.
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SECTION B

Q5. (a) Find the complementary function and particular integral for the equation

+-Y=xex+.o*2t \,,.dx2 \/'

and hence the general solution of the equation.

6) Solve 
# 

,**Jy'=xexlogx (x>0) by the methodif variarion of

parameters.

(c) If the velocities in a simple harmonic motion at d.istances a, b and c from
a fixed point on the straight line which is not the centre of force, are u, v
and w respectively, show that the periodic time T is giveir by

l"' u2 *2
I

abc

111

B

B

4ro-c)(c -a)(a-b)=T"
! B

(d) 
, 

From a semi-circle whose diameter is in the surface of a liquid, a circle is
cut out, whose diameter is the vertical radius of the semi-circle. Find the
depthofthecentreofpressureoftheremaind'erpart.>

-+nAA(e) If r =xi +yj +zk and.f(r)isdifferentiable,showthat
->divKr) r I = rf'(r) + Bf(r),

Hence or otherwise show that div

It,

B[iJ =,\r" /

Q6. (a)

/(n)

(c)

Solve the differential equation (y2 * 2*2y) dx + (2xs _ ry) dy = 0.-
Let T1 and T2 be the periods of vertical oscillations of two different
weights suspended by an elastic string, and. c1 and c2 are the statical
extensions due to^these weights and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

dnz(ct _ cr)Show that g ri-ri ' v

-)Showthat F =(zxy *,3)i *,,2j +s*r2t isaconservativeforce.
Hence, find the scalar potential. Also find the work done in moving a
particle of unit mass in the force fierd from (1, - z, r) to (s,7, 4).
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Q7. {a} The end links of a uniform chain slide along a fixed rough horizontal rod.
Prove that the ratio of the maximum span to the length of the chain is

L

p log
1* (t * pz)i

p

where p is the coefficient of friction.

Solve:

dy = 
4x+6y+5

dx 3y +2x+ 4

(c) A frame ABC consists of three light rods, of which AB, AC are each of

length a, BC of length I a, freely jointed together. It rests with BC
2

horizontal, A below BC and the rods AB, AC over two smooth pegs E and

F, in the same horizontal line, at a distance 2b apart. A weight W is

suspended from A. Find the thrust in the rod BC.

(d) Let a be a unit-speed curve in R3 with constant curvature and zero

torsion. Show that cr is (part of) a circle

Q8. ra, A solid hemisphere floating in a liquid is completely immersed with a
point of the rim joined to a fixed point by means of a string. Find the

inciination of the base to the vertical and tension of the string.

(b) A snowball of radius r(t) melts at a uniform rate. If half of the mass of

the snorvball melts in one hour, how much time will it take for the entire

mass of the snowbail to melt, correct to two decimal places ? Conditions

remain unchanged for the entire process.

(c) For a curve lytng on a sphere of radius a and such that the torsion is

never 0, show that
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